# 287

October 18th, 60 a.H

OUR BELOVED PROPHET COMMENTS THE
N E WS
Ethical committees for politicians, but not for scientists
The UK is likely to order a new generation of nuclear weapons to replace the
ageing Trident fleet at a cost of billions of pounds. The Defence secretary justified
it by saying that, despite the fact the UK hasn’t got any enemies that it could
possibly want to aim nuclear weapons at now, it might possibly have the right
sort of enemy in 15 years time!
The Prophet RAEL made the following statement today:
The UK and the USA can have as many more terrible
and more dangerous nuclear weapons as they wish,
but Iran, Korea and all the other countries can't...If
it’s forbidden for some, it must be forbidden for all or
there is a double standard. Demilitarization and
denuclearization must be global or not. If not, some
countries will use it to keep their colonialist and
imperialist domination of the world.
It's so funny to see some "ethicists" of science saying that after the Hiroshima
bombing "they realized that scientists must have a sense of ethic"... There is no
need for ethics in science. Ethics is anti-science and anti-progress. The only place
where ethics and ethical committees are necessary is in politics and the military.
Not one scientist while discovering atomic energy was thinking that it will be used
to kill people in Hiroshima and they all cried and say "what did they do with my
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work " talking about the politicians and militaries. There is an absolute need for
ethical committees supervising what politicians and militaries do, not what
scientific researchers do. Science must be 100 % free...the politicians and
militaries must never be free as THEY are those who are responsible for misuse of
science, crimes and genocides, not the scientists.

More lucidity for Pauline Marois?
The United Nations' former chief weapons inspector to Iraq, Scott Ritter, said in
an address to the Chatham House think-tank in London, that US President
George Bush and British Prime Minister Tony Blair acted much like Nazi war
criminals in ordering the invasion of Iraq, comparing the war in Iraq to German
actions in Europe during the second world war.
This is precisely what the Prophet RAEL has been saying since the beginning of
the war. Opposed to a Canadian politician, Pauline Marois, during a TV show last
Fall, he received insults for comparing Georges Bush’s actions to Hitler’s ones.
Let’s hope that all these politicians gain insight
quickly.
Regarding Pauline Marois who is campaigning to
be the head of the opposition party, she had a
little surprise last week when 50 Raelians turned
up at her political meeting… When she started to
talk, they all left the room in silence…. The
message couldn’t be missedJ

Our Support
Our support was sent to a controversial Swiss clinic, Dignitas, which has helped
nearly 40 British people commit suicide and is to open an office in the UK
because of growing demand.
The Prophet RAEL also expressed his support to Venezuelan President Hugo
Chavez who said he is about to expel a US missionary group, New Tribes
Mission. The leftist leader said the group was "imperialist" and that he felt
"ashamed" at their presence in indigenous areas of Venezuela. He added: "This is
an irreversible decision that I have made. We don't want the New Tribes here.
Enough colonialism!" The Prophet Rael encourages indigenous people to go back
to their roots and remove traces of colonialism, especially religious ones. He
expressed his hope to officially visit Venezuela and express personally his support
to President Chavez who has been nominated Honorary Guide last year.
Our congratulations were also sent to the UN children's agency that has
launched a hard-hitting ad campaign, involving cartoon legends the Smurfs being
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blown away in a sudden air strike. The ad finishes with the message: "Don't let
war affect the lives of children." A very efficient awakening video.
A RAELIAN ARTIST in THE NEWS J
Glenn Carter, Raelian Bishop was praised 2 weeks ago in the Times for his
performance in Macbeth. …. Here is an excerpt of the article: “The company
speaking — Scots accents throughout — is admirable, with the deep resonance of
Stephen Finegold’s Banquo standing for culture and Glenn Carter’s Macduff, the
expected macho warrior at the start, responding to the deaths of wife and
children in a horrified whisper…. Altogether an impressive achievement.”

A new responsible for Costa Rica
By Daniel Turcotte, Continental Guide for South America

Israel Schein, who was born in Israel but lives in Costa Rica has
been nominated responsible for the Raelian Movement in Costa
Rica. This country has leaders who seem to have a higher level of
consciousness since they have no army and almost no defence
budget but a high education budget instead. They might be more
open to our Embassy request ? Actions will be taken towards this
goal this year with Israel.
We wish you great success dear Israel and send you all our love.

OCTOBER 7th CELEBRATION AROUND THE
WORLD
First a quick look at the transmissions….
A total of 263 new Raelians joined us through the transmission of their Cellular
Plan.
Africa has been the busiest with 136 transmissions done, including 107 in
Burkina Faso… Wow!! Congratulations to the National Guide Manaka and to his
team….
In Asia, 65 joined us including 28 from Mongolia!! The new Mongolian national
guide nominated last August has been quite efficientJ
South America has had 24 new members mainly from Colombia, but also from
Mexico, Peru, Argentina and Dominican Republic (see below).
19 in North America including 5 in the Chicago area.
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Finally 8 in Oceania, 8 in Europe including 2 done by Elohise in Spain, and 2 in
the Middle East.

IN AFRICA
In Burkina Faso
by Manaka

Let’s spread the Messages everywhere….
Wherever there are human beings, there
are people opened and waiting to hear
about our Creators. In Burkina we had
107 transmissions among which 28 were
done in the prison of Ouagadougou where
the guide Yael has been teaching about
Raelism for a year.
Also among these 107 people, we had the
pleasure to welcome 40 farmers from 3
villages, including the head of a village,
following the wonderful diffusion done by
Rabo Fabrice, still in a high after meeting
the Prophet Rael in Accra last December.
Fabrice is a vet and speaks about the Messages while working. What a pleasure
to welcome all these individuals willing to recognize their Creators.
Since they were plenty of them ready to do their cellular plan transmissions at
different places, we sent guides in all the places and had a party in the capitale.
We danced a lot to celebrate the event!
Common-sense is quite well spread in our rural community that represents 85%
of the population.
Viva the Messages of our Creators, viva the Prophet of happiness, viva the life,
viva the love...

In Ivory Coast
In Ivory Coast, we didn’t recieve news from the team but read an article published
in a newspaper that was talking about it.... Here is the translation.. we wish the
Swiss newspapers could get inspired by the Ivory Coast journalists...
L’INTER n° 2225 du lundi 10 octobre 2005. (Monday October 10, 2005)

OCTOBER 7th CELEBRATION
RAELIANS DECLARE SCIENCE AS THE RELIGION OF THE 3rd MILLENIUM
The Raelian community of Ivory Coast was celebrating its traditional October 7th celebration last
Friday in the hotel Apoha in Yopougon. It was announced to start at 10:00am but it is finally at
noon that the party started because of the heavy rains that were falling on the city of Abidjan. Small
groups of Raelians arrived and the women seemed more mobilized than the men. Obviously very
young, the women came to commemorate in the presence of the Continental guide Tai Ehouan, the
date of October 7th, 1975, date at which the Message of Extraterrestrials was confirmed to their
spiritual leader. According to this message, there is no god, no soul that leaves the body after death.
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There is a genetic code that has been fabricated by the Elohim (those who came from the sky) that
enables them to create all forms of life on Earth. As the national guide Djossouvi Chrysostome
explains, it was during this meeting that keys were given to us to open our mind. This mind opening
implies that Raelians do not put guilt on each others. It is also during these explanations of the keys
that he indicated that Science must be the Religion of the 3rd Millenium …
The basis of their beliefs was then explained by Zadou Lazare, bishop guide, responsible for
teaching: “Scientists are doing better than god as god gives Mongolian children to family as a
punishment to the parents while scientists cure”. During the celebration, 6 new members were
baptized around 3:00pm. A priest, SIA Gognoua Jules from Nigeria was empowered.
EUGENIE AGOH

In North America
Miami Beach, Florida, USA.
We were 13 who gathered together in
South Miami Beach for the October 7th
celebration.
Time stood still for us as we huddled
together on the sand for Andre’s
meditation as the tiny raindrops
restrained themselves until we were
finished. I wanted to share with you a
wonderful story of one of our new
brothers Frank Richards. He is from Cuba, and
found us a few weeks ago watching a Spanish TV
program “TeleMiami” where a journalist from
“TeleMundo” who “infiltrated” the seminar this
summer in Spain was doing a very negative report
about us.
He was fascinated to hear how badly they were
talking about us being a sex cult and used his
intelligence
to find out
why
they
were so insistent on trying to make us look bad. He
went to our web site and read the books. He
decided to come and do his transmission and now
he is writing a letter to the TV station to thank them
for leading them to his new family.

Chicago, Illinois, USA
By Marina

Here is a pretty story I felt like sharing with you... :)
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On October 7th, we had a wonderful day, as you can imagine...5 transmissions ;)
great religiosity and touching emotions. Chris, Syndie and Peter respectively gave
us presentations on being Raelian and/or the structure, protecting the Elohim's
creation, and traces left by the Elohim: the Anunnakis and its new movie (good
tool for diffusion ;) )
The team who was present is very solid! all of them future great leaders! and all
male... a passionate discussion followed about science and new discoveries :) fun!
everyone had one of their own to add...
I then felt a soft hand pressing my palm gently... my friend Cynthia (on the
picture) who is always so discreet was requesting to see me in
the back room before leaving, as she had to go. Tears were
rolling down her cheeks and she was sobbing. She then
confessed to me that the reason why she had always been
there to help us (she indeed likes to come to help with
administration duties ;) ) but was always reluctant at the same
time is because she feels that she is not good enough. The
message is so scientific and she knows little to nothing about
science. The message is so beautiful and big, too big for her.
She couldn't follow the passionate science conversation...she
had to go... (Cynthia is not someone who tends to seek
attention, quite humble actually... ;) )
With her authorization, I then took her to the room to share this with the group.
And she discovered that the message is even greater than she imagined :) it gives
a place to everyone! She knows less than some about science... but she is The
model of love and caring and gentleness! And that is a part of the message,
something that humanity and us all need to learn urgently!!
We then decided to transform our next potluck in a double playground :) Half will
be nurturing, massaging, play-touching and connecting with infinity, taught by
Cynthia ;) and the second part will be a basic science class taught by Chris to
bring us up-to-date with old and new technologies! :))
The beauty is that sweet Cynthia was so touched that that night, her and her
partner Mark decided to do their transmission on the 13th of December! :)))
It's always such a pleasure to see our friends meet the Elohim!

Nelson, British Colombia, Canada
By David Taylor

I just wanted to share some news from your brother from
far west.
For the last year we have been in contact with a person,
Terence, from Nelson B.C. who by himself has read all the
books, ordering them from the net. About two months ago
I talked to Terence for the fist time on the phone and he
was very happy to talk with a real Raelian, we instantly
hit it off. After many conversations about everything he
said he wanted to have his transmission done this
October , I said I would come to Nelson to do his
transmission, he was so happy ,very enthusiastic, I
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suggested we have a presentation there. He was vibrating with warmth and the
messages.
We went over all the details, what would be required for the presentation. After
sending him the file for posters and pamphlets he could not wait to start. He is all
alone there, he printed the posters, in color, he went to all the stores in Nelson
asking if he could put them in the windows, put pamphlets on all the cars in the
street and in the library, pubs, hotels. He placed an ad in the newspaper 3"X 5"
in color.
He even organized my shuttle from the airport Castlegar to Nelson, all this on his
own.
Upon arriving in Nelson and first meeting I finally realized this beautiful man
must be my long lost brother, he has red hair too, J, and is ENGLISH .
We went to a beautiful Japanese garden with a 30 foot waterfall, where he asked
to have the water from the waterfall for his transmission, so I drank the holy
water I brought J, after a nice meditation in the garden, we had the transmission
and welcomed our new brother. He was so Happy to be with us.
I just wanted to share this, in a place where there seems to be more coal than
diamonds, this was a very special day for me and our team. What a privilege to be
a part of this challenging symphony of great adventures in welcoming our
creators.
OOOOHHH Terence even paid for everything posters, pamphlets, presentation
room and the ad in the paper. Can someone pinch me, am I dreaming? He
refused to have the movement or me pay for anything.

IN SOUTH AMERICA
Chivilcoy, Argentina
By Rolly Cordoba, national guide

A few months ago, I received email from a few individuals who wanted to dedicate
their life to the Messages and do their transmissions of cellular plan. They read
enough about our philosophy and considered this ceremony as an important step
of their life.
On October 7th I arrived in the city of
Chivilcoy, coming from the capital Buenos
Aires, where 2 sisters, Liliana Beatriz Beron,
and Albino Luisa Beron were waiting for me
where I told them to meet. We had lunch
together and talked about the philosophy and
shared our experiences. They talked about
relatives who couldn’t make it this time but
would be present at the next celebration.
Meanwhile I was thinking of all the things I
had to organize to make sure the ceremony
goes right.
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Then we gathered the audio equipment, my camera and went to Juan José
Etcheverry’s place, our philosophical brother who was previously responsible for
the Movement in Argentina. It is thanks to him that I received the Messages.
The ceremony started at 3:00 pm as scheduled. Juan Jose warmed the water up
and with the religiosity adapted to such an event, I wet my hands and did his
transmission. I was feeling like an instrument, a signal transmitter to the Elohim
about this brother who was recognizing them. Then I transmitted the two sisters,
it was so moving. The three of them were feeling responsible for what they were
doing then.
I have a hard time to describe my emotions with words… these 3 persons are
more important to me than 10000.

In Peru
by Enrique, national guide

It was back in 1998 that I heard about the Messages and the ceremony of
transmissions of our genetic code, thanks to Elohise. I understood then that we
would meet on the first Sunday of April to send a message to space. The concept
wasn’t very clear then, but afterwards, I understood the scientific ground of this
gesture. Since then I have been looking for Raelians in order to bring them the
Messages, to awaken them and make them identify RAEL as the last Messenger
of the Elohim.
I used to diffuse in Japan and while explaining to people without trying to
convince, I had quite a success and sold lots of books.

I started to bring my family, my friends and the people I knew to the transmission
ceremony and I felt so much pleasure and happiness.
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Then I did transmissions here in Peru. The first time was on December 13th,
58a.H., the second was this last October 7th when I did 4 transmissions and
significant changes in the structure of the Movement here in Peru.
Since my coming back to Peru, I have been giving interviews, conferences. We are
now ready for more diffusion, to prepare more people for transmissions. We are
full of such a beautiful emotion when we do so.

DIFFUSION
On the Island of Goree, in Africa
By Daniel Beaudry

Last Saturday, I was on the Island of Goree in Africa. For 300 years, this island
has been used for slavery. Now only 1200 people are living there and we can only
reach it by boat. They are now free from slavery but also quite free from
prejudices…
Several women are selling necklaces to make a living. One of them asked me if I
was Christian, I told her I was Raelian. A friend of mine who is from Senegal was
following me and heard my answer. Later, while we were sharing a tea with one of
his friends living on the island, they talked together in their dialect, and I couldn’t
understand a word. Then my friend turned to me and asked questions about
cloning, mentioning how the Movement was in favor of cloning, and all this with
the curiosity of a child who wants to know more. He was translating everything to
his friend from Goree.
So, I was seated between two Muslims, on an island that has very little
communication means… but they knew that the Raelian Movement existed, they
knew about the Raelians. I had in front of me two young adults who haven’t been
polluted by “lying-media”.
I wanted to share with you this magic moment…
On the boat on our way to Dakar, I was smiling thinking of all the “great
thinkers” of the world, some journalists who have nothing intelligent to say when
they talk about our philosophy, and also who don’t even have the wisdom to
listen to the Messages, while in the most unexpected place, some listen with
sincerity and respect.

Last Minute in Burkina Faso
A minister gives a tip to a Raelian who told him “god doesn’t exist”
Constant is a Raelian, level 2 in the structure, who is well known in his quarter
because he says that god doesn’t exist. His biological father, despite several
attempts, didn’t succeed in bringing him back to the dark and more importantly,
didn’t succeed to prevent him to talk about the Messages wherever he is.
On Saturday, he saw 9 very well dressed people coming and who comfortably sat
in the restaurant where he is a trainee. During their conversation, these persons
talked about god and how god will help them in their tasks. Of course Constant
had to tell them that god doesn’t exist.
They reacted in various ways, some surprised, some shocked with their hands on
their heart, one of them said: “you must be Raelian”. The one who seemed the
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boss laughed a lot and before his departure, asked Constant to come over and
gave him 2000FCFA. Constant’s colleagues told him who he has been talking to…
it was the minister of justice and all his assistants who were on a tour in Bobo
Dioulasso.
Congratulations to the Minister for his generosity and to Constant for not missing
any opportunity to spread his philosophy.

In the Middle East… indirect diffusion ;-)
Here is an email received by Joce, ( assistant to the Middle East Continental
Guide, Leon) who felt like sharing with us…
“hi can i know more about you guys? i was in a restaurant 2 days ago and i
heard some people talking about you, i tried to open the website in Arabic but it
is not working.
i downloaded the books and i am reading them now.
can i meet you?, i live in dora.
thanks”

BURNING MAN, Nevada
By Lara

Do you think about what it would
be
like
to
live
in
a
Community/Society/Counrty or
World
where
Freedom,
Self
expression,
Art,
Sensuality,
Spirituality,Science, living the
moment and Much more are the
most Important Points of Being?
Well for 8 days I expierenced a
space in time where these Points
existed...No it was not a Raelian
Seminar, though I often felt a
strong link to Our Creators and
their Message...
It was a Festival In the USA called the "Burning
happening for the past 11 years in the Desert of Northern
collection of close to 40,000 people arriving into the
Art, Music, Love and self expression to share for the 8 day

Man" that has been
Nevada and has built a
Desert to bring their
festival...

I had decided after knowing I’d be in the USA during the time of the festival to
venture into its world that I had heard sceptical and positive views on...
Many had warned me it was a Drug Fest full of ex-hippies and Ecstacy
consumers and others expressed it being an Art festival full of creativity...
So, I attempted at short notice to get a Raelian team together which on the arrival
of the Burningman was only Myself and Peter Mozi new level 2 from chicago, Our
Poster and 600 leaflets sent fed-ex from Pablo in Vegas who at last minute wasnt
able to come.:-(
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Arriving in the City of Black Rock which is non existant until the 40,000 people
create it, this year the theme was the Human Psyche, (the subconscious,
unconcious and conciousness).... The City was filled with people coming from all
over the world joining together in Theme camps that linked to the Theme of the
festival, Theme camps from the Dream Tree, to The Alien Nation....(2 names of
Hundereds)
During the day the camps where offering
workshops of every kind, finding your G
spot, fire dance, pole dance, contact
dance, Business management, massage,
yoga, study your brain reactions, Art
therapy, laughing hours, vocal exercise,
sunset, sunrise and all day meditations
by Zen masters and other teachers,
Kaballah
teachings,
Shamanic
teachings, Osho
teachings and
sooo
much more ...
During the night the camps where offering night life like Night Clubs with
varieties of different music, shows, circus acts, comedy, more crazy workshops
and the opportunity to meet many different moments of Spontaneity and Fun!!!

(Recognize Lara, the “subversive girl in the middleJ)
Most everyone rode a Bicycle to get around as it was such a Big area to travel
around to see everything or they rode in what was called an Art car, which where
vehicles built into mobile animals, space crafts, dinosaurs, etc... anything you
want to make to be creative:-)) My favorite was a 90foot Hydrolic flower that
changed color to the rythm of the music its stem and base where playing, it went
up and down slowy and rotated.... Im sure there where a half a dozen Full size
buses in the shape of an airplane, the titanic, a wooly mammoth or just a fun
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wagon with giant beds to lie and drive around the desert in, with swings to play
on and of course a dance floor to move to while passing under the stars!!!
So There we where 2 Raelians in the midst of all these shinny Happy People
thinking hmmm imagine these beautiful, creative, open people where aware of the
message of the Elohim and able to continue having this fun without any
stimulants , as of ocurse there where a number of Pleasure stimulants, yet as
much as I had heard...
The moments we spent diffusing where some of the most touching moments in
my Diffusion experience...Sooo Positive!!! Not one person was opposed to our
message and even chased me down to get one of the leaflets when not offered one
in passing:-)) The comments like "right on man, there is NOOO God, thats
Awsome!!!!" and "this is the Best theory I’ve heard Yet, keep it coming!".... I knew
we had cracked the Nutt of something Big and that this would not be the Last
time Raelians would be attending this Wonderful event....
Honestly my typed words are absolutley nothing to the way my mouth hung open
and chills ran over my body during the week I was there, there were so many
links to a world with no work, full of pleasure and fulfillment surrounding our
Planet as well as witnessing so many diverse people being together, with no
Disputes.....hmmm and of course all the Creativity starting each day in deciding
what costume or creation was I going to put together to wear, everyone was
dressed through their imagination first and even undressed to completely Nude,
with No Problem from anyone:-))) On the more Spiritual Note there was what was
called the Temple... a Place set apart from all the camps on the farthest point
where throughout the day people would go to watch the sunrise or sunset, Pray,
meditate, do yoga, write poetry or testimonies on pieces of wood that was added
to a big pile and on the Sunday before the end of the week would be Burnt with
all the other dreams and prayers and with the Beautifully built temple... An
amazingly touching moment as well:-)!
I just couldnt help imagining the wave of Love from Concious beings as our
Little Team of Elohimizators;-)) to be there to offer these people the Message of the
Elohim, their Spiritual, Scientific and Artistic Gift to Humanity!!
We gave out our 600 leaflets with a little kick knowing we could have easly give
thousands....
So with that in mind I met with the Beautiful National Guide of the US short after
this adventure and proposed a possible BIG Artistic Sensual and Scientific
difusion out there next summer... Aug 28- sept 5th.....To be announced...
More to come in this area, for sure:-)))
Thank you to all those I have been going on and on about this to and I hope to
see you all there with me next Summer:-))
A couple websites to give you more of an idea of what its all about:-)))
www.burningman.com and for more picutures www.reddawnmedia.com
Love and Eternal Light,
In the Adventure...
Lara
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************************
Lara, our wonderful bishop guide, dancer and
accomplished artist was also pictured on the front page of a
the Magazine l’Illustre in Switzerland this week, as they
used one of her most beautiful poses in a dance she offered
at the Convention, to try to discredit the Movement…. Look
at it by yourself… they can try hard, they will never make
people believe we are devils with such a beautiful angel.
Thank you Lara for all what you bring….
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